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VIDEO NOTES
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My number one takeaway from this video
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BE A PROFESSIONAL
Most growth will come from word of mouth. No matter the platform, building a loyal fan 

base is vital to the success of your business. What are some ways you could grow your 

business for free if you had no money? 

Clients come in cycles but if you do a good job, they’ll be with you for life. However, just like 

in any relationship, you will find that the cycles and seasons can be wearing at times, on the 

body, mind, emotions and relationship. 

           Keep your professionalism when clients let you know they’re taking a break or 

           leaving.

           If they’re leaving, ask them for feedback and listen when they provide it! 

           Maintain your professionalism. 

           Don’t get offended. 

           Don’t manipulate them, the situation or their emotions. 

           Don’t use fear or intimidation. 

When a client needs to take a break, tell them you understand! Most clients will continue 

to refer you to others and will cycle back to you as they grow, change teams, switch playing 

positions or leagues. Even as this is being written, two students reached out to Jeremie 

today to say they not only started their college soccer seasons as true freshmen but each 

scored a goal as well. They’ll be training with Jeremie again at Christmas break to stay 

ahead.
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COMMUNICATE THE 
VISION
Remember that you’re not selling your clients on anything! You’re communicating with 

them and inviting conversation. Let them know that every component you implement is for 

their benefit and that you’re for them! 

As a professional, know the seasons and stages of your clients. Know what big 

tournaments are coming up and which ones they’re playing in. Go to their games! As you 

work with them and start planning ahead for the next season, don’t say to them, “Let’s plan 

to work on this next.” Instead, ask them, “How are you preparing for [the upcoming season 

or event]?” First ask, then suggest, “Let’s work on…” This simple detail will eliminate the 

illusion of pressure and will facilitate jointly constructed goals and plans.

SEPARATING YOURSELF 
ISN’T HARD
Occasionally, you’ll find that someone will declare themselves your competitor. This is 

often because you’re the gold standard that everyone is comparing themselves to. This is 

a good sign that you’re doing the right things. However, remember that Jeremie has never 

considered himself in competition with anyone and is quick to point out there are plenty 

of students with needs. You can’t train them all and neither can he. He uses the analogy of 

McDonald’s and Burger King being on opposite street corners and both doing well.

People do not seem to realize that their opinion of the world is also a confession of 
character. Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Don’t compare yourself. You’ll start to feel superior or quickly find that your monthly 

income is inferior. Be content and be yourself. Above all, recognize that you are becoming 

an entrepreneur, not a technician! You’re working hard to develop your passion for 

business into a scalable, replicable brand! Being a brand begins with giving your customers 

consistency of experience. So do NOT show up like the following:

           Unprepared

 No equipment

 No hydration

 No organization

           Blaring loud music

           Dressed incorrectly

 For the season

 For the sport

           With your kids

           On your phone

 Stay off the phone, even for time

 Don’t answer text or emails while training

 Get a smartwatch

GET DIGITAL PRODUCTS
Explore digital products! As you grow in your own skills of developing others, monetize 

your skills and turn them into multiple revenue streams! Digital products are just one 

amazing way to scale your business and multiply your skill sets, without the hassle of 

employees or contractors. Concepts such as these are taught more in-depth and how-to in 

the Brand course but a great example is to turn your knowledge into a digital product, such 

as:

           Digital downloads

           Training or skills courses

https://amzn.to/2woCbIo
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           Tutorials

           A monetized social media channel

Once you’re ready to scale, we’ll see you in the training!

https://caffineiate-and-conquer.teachable.com/p/conquer-youtube?affcode=78006_bpi4jww3
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